
Deanna Gualtieri



 Animal Control Officer for the City of Waltham, 
dgualtieri@police.waltham.ma.us

 MA certified wildlife rehabilitator and co-founder of 
NEW ARC (North East Wildlife Animal Rehabilitators 
Coalition), www.new-arc.org 



 Dealing with common wildlife issues

 Natural behavior

 Assessing illness and injury

 Orphans and reuniting options

 Finding a rehabilitator

 Capture and transport considerations



It’s an animal so AC must handle it, right?

 Why do you handle them?  Because you want to, or 
have to?

 Are you even allowed to by your employer? 

 Is it legal for you to? 



 Problem Animal Control agent

➢ Licensed through the state

➢ Required Training

➢ Specific Guidelines

➢ Allowed to euthanize –healthy or not

➢ EXPENSIVE! Not always honest or humane

➢ Have to be causing damage



 Animal Control Officer

➢ Not licensed to remove wildlife

➢ Can learn ways to mitigate the problem to assist 
homeowner or pass off to PAC agent

➢ If allowed, and able, to get animal out of house, it must 
be released outside on the property

➢ Can not remove or euthanize just because it’s there, only 
if a danger to the public, sick or injured



 Learn ways to help homeowner resolve the issue so 
they don’t have to spend a lot of $$$ or have it killed

 Factors include species, season, 
nocturnal/crepuscular/diurnal, accessibility, is it 
humane, residents attitude

 Animals in peoples homes are not an animal issue, it is 
a construction issue!

 Evict then fix  



 Make it uncomfortable to stay
➢ Lights

➢ Radio

➢ Ammonia/Pine Sol tennis ball or rags

➢ Increased activity

➢ Do not use inhumane methods!
✓ Starting fire in fireplace

✓ Spraying (harmful) substances directly on animals

✓ Beating or physically harming

 Fix the problem to prevent future residents



 Nocturnal
➢ Night

➢ Raccoon, skunk, flying squirrel, bat, opossum

 Diurnal

➢ Day

➢ Chipmunk, grey & red squirrel, groundhog, US!

• Crepuscular
➢ Dusk & Dawn

➢ Coyote, fox, deer, rabbits

• Doesn’t mean they don’t come out at other times





 Breeding and baby season
➢ Majority breed January, February

➢Cottontails…..all the time!

➢ Spring is baby season
✓Most mammals have one litter/offspring per year

✓ Squirrels have second litter late summer

✓Other factors can lead to babies out of season

 Nesting
➢Trees – inside hollow or build nest outside
✓ Raccoon, squirrels, fisher, birds

➢Underground burrow
✓ Chipmunk, groundhog, raccoon, canids

➢ In your attic, under your shed or porch or in another's 
abandoned den
✓ They are all very adaptable!

✓ Possums travel with their young



 How they get around
➢ Good and bad climbers

✓ Skunks do not climb well

✓Grey fox can climb trees

✓Coyote can leap low fences & climb taller ones

✓Raccoons, squirrels & possums excellent climbers

➢ Leaping and flying
✓ Squirrels excellent at leaping from trees to rooftops

✓ Flying squirrels glide 

✓ Bats and birds fly when old enough

➢ Running away
✓Know what is a normal gait

✓Running, lurching, waddle, freezing, 

falling over



 Dictates how you will handle the situation and what 
equipment you may need.

 Less stress on you and the animal

 Nets Vs. Catchpole

 Types of containment

 Gloves

 Towels and blankets

 Tools to cut fences, fishing line, rope etc.

 Sometimes you just need to get creative!



 Skunks! 
➢ Slow and quiet, it’s that 

simple

➢ In a window well 

➢ Unintentionally trapped 

➢ Cup stuck on head

➢ Not good climbers

➢ Keep the tail tucked

➢ Nets or blankets

➢ You’ll get a warning first!







 Raccoons
➢ In empty dumpsters is very 

common

➢ Unintentionally trapped

➢ In chimney

➢ Great climbers

➢ Nets

➢ Covered carriers



The Dumpster Diver at work!



• Their natural 
curiosity, however, 
gets them stuck in a 
lot more 
predicaments!



 Opossum
➢ In barrels

➢ Unintentionally trapped

➢ Injured/HBC

➢ Great climbers

➢ Babies in pouch

➢ Gentle and useful critters



 Bats
➢ In houses

➢ Determine if exposure-
TEST

➢ No exposure, release 
outside

➢ Fit into tiny places

➢ If there’s one, there's 
usually more

➢ Attic

➢ Recommend PAC that 
specializes in bats-
exclusion and entry fix

➢ White Nose Syndrome 
(WNS) 







 Raptors
➢ If you’re able to approach it, 

something is wrong with it.

➢ Talons are the danger! Beak 
secondary

➢ They will lunge with talons

➢ Use heavy gloves

➢ Net entanglement



➢ If you catch with a net, still have to untangle it

➢ Try using nets with small holes

➢ If you can, get a blanket or towel over them

➢ Net entanglements need to be cut out, checked for injury

➢ They want to kill you!!



Great 
story!



➢ Always control the talons!



 Miscellaneous 
➢ Squirrels in attic/chimney

➢ Waterfowl-geese/swans/ducks

✓ Leg/wing injuries

✓ Fishing line/hooks

✓ Angel wing

✓ Lead poisoning 

✓ Debilitated enough to capture 
or trick them



➢ Other birds

✓ Heron type-watch your eyes!

✓ Songbirds-in houses or injured



➢ Turtles

✓ Laying eggs-general public thinks something is 
wrong with them

✓ Leave them alone!

✓ Move only if necessary!

✓ Move carefully



✓ Snappers want to eat 
you!

✓ They will reach around 
and bite you

✓ Some do need help

✓ Again, move cautiously!



➢ Muskrats, groundhogs

✓ Get stuck in fences

✓ Muskrats not good at climbing out of window wells

✓ Stay away from those teeth! They are not grateful for 
your help!



 Injured, sick or orphaned?
➢ Obvious injury

➢Drooping wing, broken leg
➢Blood?
➢Minor enough to leave? Gimpy vs. dangling
➢ Some animals can/should not be rehabbed –deer, rabbit?

➢ Obvious illness 
➢Not attempting to get away
➢ Seizures, not aware of surroundings
➢ Irregular behavior for species
➢Generally RVS (mammals)
➢Rabies, distemper, parvo
➢Other virus in non RVS – pox
➢Rodenticide/lead poisoning  







 Opossums are unique 
➢ They play possum – smell, look and 

act dead

➢ Involuntary response

➢ If still there after being left alone for 
a few hours or overnight, then they 
need assistance

➢ When stuck in barrel, just have RP 
tip barrel over and leave it overnight



➢ Orphaned or not

✓ Always try to reunite if possible

✓ Contact a rehabilitator for advice – methods depend 
on species

✓ Is it a bunny or fawn? Unless mom is definitely dead, 
PUT IT BACK – dental floss nest

✓ Needs heat source and safe place to put it near nest

✓ Stay away long enough for mom to come back

✓ Some babies are able to be on their own sooner than 
others

✓ Is it a bunny or fawn? Really…PUT IT BACK

✓ Some orphans are not always found – underground 
species like groundhog and chippy

✓ Some desperate orphans will follow anything that 
moves – people, dogs, other animals



Examples – is it orphaned?











NO! PUT 
IT BACK!



 Reuniting techniques  
➢Depends on species

➢Know if mom will collect day or night

➢Skunk, canid monitor at den site  

➢Raccoon, squirrel, birds you can re-nest or set up 
near nest 

➢Waterfowl depends on species – most ducks will 
kill any but their own whereas Canada geese 
more likely to adopt similar aged babies.

➢How much time to give it

➢Opossum do not come back for young - if they 
fall off they are usually left behind and orphans





 Nets vs. Catchpole
 I prefer nets – less stress, easier, need open area

 Pole – more precision needed, where nets don’t reach

 Towels/blankets

 Gloves

 Containment

 Patience



 Lets look at some nets
 Versa net

 Flexible loop
 Open/close quickly
 Enclosed and contained
 Easier transfer to carrier

www.animal-care.com





 Sometimes less is more!



 DO NOT ATEMPT TO FEED!

 If you can not tx right away, just keep it warm

 Extended time before tx, get advicefrom a rehabber, 
not the internet

 Warm>rehydrated>diluted (proper) formula



 Carriers

 Pillow case

 Tupperware

 Leave in net

 Keep covered

 Radio off

 Warm, dark and quiet!

 The less handling the 
better



 Tufts Wildlife Clinic.          wildlife.tufts.edu

508-839-7918

 NEWC                                  newildlife.org

781-682-4878

 Cape Wildlife Center.         Capewildlifecenter.com

508-362-0111

http://www.newildlife.org


 Div. of Fisheries & Wildlife.            Mass.gov

 WRAM – Wildlife rehabilitators assoc. of MA

wraminc.org

Google! For locating a rehabber, not for proper care of 
animal.



THE END!


